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“Literacy is the means through which anyone can realize his or her full 

potential” 

Dear Parents, 

The International Literacy Day is celebrated world wide on 8th September every year to give the 

great importance of  literacy to the individuals,society and communities. Celebrating the 

International Literacy Day is to promote the human attention towards the literacy and know their 

rights for social and human development. Literacy is as important as food to be alive and success. 

Literacy has the ability to raise the family status and hence the country status. It is celebrated to 

encourage the people towards getting continuous education and understand their responsibilities 

for the family, society and the country. Literacy is a person's ability to read and write. Reading and 

writing are important to help function in school, on the job, and in society. 

Today Nursery Department of our school has taken a step to promote reading and writing for 

everyone.PrePrimarians distributed notebooks and pencils to the class four employees of the 

school and they were aquainted with the importance of literacy in their lives.They were 

encouraged by the little ones that they should motivate their children to read and write.There is 

always something that children could do to our nation  and that emanates within them if we train 

them to be  conscious about anything. Their age is the age of fast assimilation of things and 

circumstances so they learn fast. 

It is our moral duty to impart knowledge to everyone.you as a parent can promote education by 

distributing notebooks and old books to the under previledged and tell them the importance of read 

and write.This one step may  change one’s life in a better way. 

On this Literacy Day,let us recall that Literacy for all is an integral part of education for all 

and both are essential for the development of nation. 
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